HANGAR ECHOES
July 2018

Chapter Picnic at Shortstop
By Michael Stephan
Experimental Aircraft Association!
June marks the time of year where much
of the chapter friends gather together to
share some food and good fellowship.
This year it was a few weeks later than it
has been in the past, and with the heat
wave of the past month, looked like it
might be a scorcher. But, the weather
gods smiled on our band of aviation
enthusiasts and the sky was a light
overcast with a comforting north morning
breeze. It lasted most of the picnic before
the overcast burn off and the solar furnace
was in full effect.
The overcast might have limited some
from flying in, but there was one intrepid
aviator that made the trip. Joe Migas flew
his Cessna 182 in and instantly became
the center of attention. Even though I
have seen it many times, seeing an
airplane land in a person’s back yard is
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always magical. The Migas’ have finished
building a house in Hidden Valley Airpark,
which has slowed Joe’s progress on his
RV-14 kit. When that is finished, maybe we
will see him land that in Mel and Ann’s
yard.
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Monthly Schedule

July 10th Chapter Meeting

July 10th Board Meeting

The July Chapter meeting will be
on Tuesday July 10th at the
Farmers Branch Library,
located on the northwest
corner of Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held in the
auditorium and begin at
6:30 p.m. with socializing
and coffee. The program
will begin promptly at 7 p.m.
and finish by 9:00 p.m.

The July BOD meeting will be held on Tues July 10th in
Farmers Branch Library Auditorium at 5:30pm. A summary
of the minutes from the June BOD meeting recorded by Pete
Miller are as follows:
Meeting called to order by Michael Stephan at 17:31.
Minutes from the previous meeting approved.
Officers/Directors in Attendance: Michael Stephan, Ann
Asberry, Mel Asberry, Norm Biron, Pete Miller, Jim Canniff,
Ben Wright, and Sam Cooper.
CHAPTER MEETINGS

This month we be talking aircraft
painting with the owner of GLO
Aircraft Painting, Mark King. Based
at Northwest Regional Airport in
Roanoke, this paint shop has turned out many great paint
jobs over the years. Several of our members have had their
aircraft painted there, and we have many projects being
completed that will need to be painted. Here is your
opportunity to see their work and ask a few questions.
This should be an interesting show with a bunch of color.
We hope can join us.

July Events

Saturday 7/14/2018
AIR SALVAGE OF DALLAS'
ANNUAL Summer Fly-In & SALE
Lancaster Airport (LNC), Lancaster, TX
July 23 - 29
Airventure, Oshkosh WI

Jul 10, Aug 7, Sep 4, Oct 2, Nov 6
GENERAL MEETING, SPEAKER / SUBJECT
July 10: Mark King, new owner of Glo custom paint
August 7: Oshkosh Report
September 4: Walt Aronow, avionics installation
October 2: Debby Travis King, “FiFi” B-29 pilot
YOUNG EAGLES

Here is a few July dates to put on your calendar. Details on
page 10

Saturday, Jul 7, 2018
EAA Chapter 1592's All American Fly-In
Cherokee County Airport (KJSO), Rusk, TX

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS

November 6: Mike Hance

By Michael Stephan

Saturday, July 7th, 2018
First Saturday Coffee and Donuts
McKinney National Airport (TKI)

Jul 10, Aug 7, Sep 4, Oct 2, Nov 6

There is an event on Saturday, June 9 at KRBD
TREASURER REPORT
Sam discussed the Treasurer’s Report for May. There were 5
membership renewals. We have 70 paid members. The TX
Secretary of State form 802 was mailed on May 31.
OLD BUSINESS
• The membership DB is being studied. The board
discussed a trimmed version that will be made available
to members and/or made available on a Members Only
page on the website that Pete can set up.
• Discussed disposition of the tools that were donated to
the chapter by Stein.
• The chapter picnic is on Saturday, June 23 at Shortstop.
The chapter will provide fried chicken. Guests are asked
to bring sides.
NEW BUSINESS
• No New Business
The meeting was adjourned 18:30 .
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Presidents Message

Picnic Continued

From the President/Editor
By Michael Stephan

Earlier in the year we heard that Mel had bought an early model
Legend Cub. This was the chapter’s opportunity to get a close up Airventure is now just around the corner. So it is time to
look.
check the schedules and make a plan. Download the
Airventure app to help get that ready. Instead of
For being an earlier model, it is in great condition (I guess in
wandering, I plan to be more organized, so I don’t miss
Cub years it is still brand new). The Legend Cub has a roomier
certain events. If you can’t make it to OSH, the online
feeling interior compared to an original Cub. The interior is also
media, which EAA does really well, can keep you up to
in great shape. The avionics in this plane is much better than the
date. www.eaa.org
original Cub, and Mel has just upgraded the transponder to be
ADS-B compliant.
The Chapter picnic was a blast, as it always is.
Airplanes, friends and food never fail me. It was special
this year as we celebrated Mark Merrell’s first flight. We
thank Mel and Ann for all the hard work it takes to host
this event. Jim Canniff also does a great job helping
setting up the day before.
Thinking about first flights, reminds me how many
projects our Chapter has going, and how many are very
close to finishing. Ted Harrison’s 210 is on its way to the
paint shop soon. Brad Roberts Onex is very close. Chris
Smith’s RV is also very close. Those final details just
seem to take forever. I look forward to a future fly-in
where there are three or more new planes.

Yet, on the outside it holds the look of a traditional Cub. The
only difference is the springs on the gear that replace the typical
bungees (which were a chore to maintain).
So what Mel has now is a fun, low and slow airplane to use to
fill part of the day boring holes in the sky, that can also land just
about anywhere.
The day also had another special event. Mark Merrell was in
attendance to receive a first Flight plaque for the recent
completion of his RV-8. It has been a while since we had such a
presentation, but they are very special and the picnic was a great
time to celebrate.
One special aspect of the picnic beside the group of friends is
the food. Mel and Ann provided the drinks and this year’s fried
chicken. The rest of the group added a varied number of side
dishes. This chapter has a collection of good cooks. The food
they bring is delicious.
So as picnics go, this is top of the heap.

Grand Prairie has added to the current sectional. If you
have a new one, there is now a reporting point over the
Joe Poole Dam. Traffic, due to the new flight school, has
necessitated keeping southern outbound traffic clear from
inbound northerly traffic. The tower will ask occasionally
to “report over the dam.”
I don’t talk much about my project, but it is making
progress. I hope to finish it this year. I have a few more
parts to fabricate before all the electronics and systems are
installed. The engine is on the mount and half of the
baffles are finished. The progress is slow but the sweating
is profuse.
If you are going to Oshkosh this year and want to meet,
just give me a call and we will find a place to meet. If
you need my number check page 11.
They say wisdom comes with age, but at what age? I
think I found a way to mark your progress. You are
becoming wise when the phrase,”At least you have your
health” ISN’T the dumbest phrase you ever heard.
Already looking forward to the Fall.

Builder Web Sites
Pete Miller’s RV-7 smilinpete.com/wp/
Jim Novak’s RV-8 www.mykitlog.com/izzybear
Greg Schroeder’s Sportsman www.mykitlog.com/schroeder1

Social media sites
www.facebook.com/eaa168
www.twitter.com/eaa168 (@eaa168)
July 2018
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First Flight Plaque

June’s Young Eagles

It a rare and therefore special occasion that our Chapter
awards a plaque for the completion of a homebuilt aircraft. I
have been president for over four years and this is the first time
I was privileged to present one (that makes it extra special). At
the Chapter picnic at Shortstop, Mark Merrell received the
plaque commemorating the first flight of RV-8 N8281V.

Continuing on the Young Eagles momentum from last
month, we had another event on June 9th. And once again,
we had our crack group of Young Eagle pilots.

By Michael Stephan

By Michael Stephan

The students of the ACE Academy Camp were the Young
Eagles this time. We have flown this group for many years,
and they were again great kids this year. They were very
enthusiastic and returned to the airport with excited grins.
With an interest in aviation as a career, I expect that some
day they will be flying me to Oshkosh.
Helping with the ground operations this event were Sam
Cooper and Jim Carney. They did a great job, and their
help made the day’s task much easier.
Another fabulous morning.

Mark Merrell receiving the First Flight Plaque for his RV-8.

To enhance the celebration, Norm Biron brought a cake to the
picnic that highlighted the event. Thanks Norm and
Congratulations Mark!

Don Christiansen after one of his Young Eagle flights.

Chris Gardner with two excited Young Eagles

Chapter Name Tags Available
If you would like to order your own name tag you
can place your order with the Treasurer, Sam Cooper.
Name tags are $5 each (when we order a minimum of
5), payable when the order is placed.

Newsletter Archives Online
www.eaa168.org/wp/recent-newsletters/
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MAI, the Friendly Marianna, FL Airport

courtesy car. The airport has such a car, but unfortunately
it had already been committed to another visitor.
Instead, the manager, Loretta, arranged that
Zannah, the woman employee handling fueling on
the arrival date, could take us to the hotel, and she
herself would pick us up again the next morning.
And so it worked out. Altogether a service far
beyond the call of duty.
The airport has covered overnight parking for a
reasonable fee. The covers are aligned east-west so
the sun never hits the parked aircraft.
Loretta told us that the airport is a favored
refueling stop for pilots coming from the Midwest
and then going to Sun and Fun in Lakeland, FL.
It’s obvious why they stop at this airport.

Terminal of Marianna, FL airport

The dramatic reduction of personal flying has
caused many small airports to scale back services.
Often refueling can only be accomplished with
self-service equipment that relies on those blasted
hard-to-read LCD displays, and there is just one
person, or even no one, manning the FBO.
We refuel, say “hi” to the attendant if there is
one, use the facilities for input and output of
liquids (i.e., water cooler and restroom), and then
take off again.
But there are still old-style airports. “Old-style”
here means that the airport is well-equipped and
that there are plenty of people around. It is a
pleasure to land there.
Such is the airport in Marianna, FL. We had
visited a few years ago, when the airport was
undergoing a major renovation process. On a
recent visit we saw the impressive results.
The entire airport building has been remodeled,
and the facilities — reception area, lounge, snack
area, restrooms — are first-rate. And then there are
plenty of people around, including the helpful personnel of
SkyWarrior, the FBO. The runway is in excellent condition.
But there is more. Before we flew to Marianna from our home
airport in Dallas, we called and asked whether we could have a

Covered parking for our Zenith 601HDS, N314LB

So, thank you, Loretta and Zannah, for your help, and
hats off to the people of Marianna who decided that a
great airport is worth having and supporting.
You can see all of Klaus’ articles as well as get more
content on his two Blog sites:
http://pointsforpilots.blogspot.com/
http://passionforflight.blogspot.com/

CFI List
Tom Guyton
Voice: 214-566-1765 voice/text

Email: tom@tguyton

ATP Multi, Commercial Single engine land and sea
CFI, CFII 5000 hours total time 2000 hours dual
instruction given.
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Airventure Preview
By Michael Stephan

“Every year there are things that show up at Oshkosh that you
have never seen before and are only there one year.” That is
what Marvin Brott told me as he explained why he has gone
every year for over four decades. I found that to be very true.
The trick is you have to search the entire grounds to find those
things. Some are obvious and some are hidden gems.
So I thought I would give a preview of some of the prominent
displays as promoted by EAA.
The aircraft I am most interested in is the XP-82.
The P-82 is the concatenation of two P-51s, and the XP-82
was one of two prototypes. It is so unique and even more rare.

The XP-82

Warbird rebuilder, Tom Reilly, found one in an Ohio salvage
yard and put a group together to rebuild it in Douglas, Georgia.
Work started in 2008 and they have spent 10 years rebuilding
it, hopefully in time for Airventure 2018.
Jack Bally’s 1/3-scale B-17

Staying on the warbird theme, the scale replica
of the iconic B-17 bomber which has poked its
head into the news a few times is planning on
being in Oshkosh, spending some time in the
main square and other times in the replica fighter
area.
Jack Bally plans to bring the incredible 1/3-scale
B-17, Obsession, also known as the Bally
Bomber, to AirVenture in 2018.

The Rebuilt XP-82 preparing for Weight and Balance
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Jack, a carpenter, started on the project in 1999,
working from a set of plans for a 1/9-scale RC
model. After scaling up the plans, he started
toiling away at his home in Dixon, Illinois,
estimating that the project would be finished in
about five years. Seventeen years later it made
its first flight in 2016.
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Airborne Command Post to EAA AirVenture Oshkosh for
the first time ever,. The E-4 is a modified Boeing 747. The
Air Force uses it as a mobile command post. Each E-4 has
more than a dozen external communications systems.
The E-4 will fly three passes for the airshow watchers,
which will be only the second time an E-4 has appeared at an
air show in the last several years. Get your cameras ready to
record this historic event.

Yak-110 Photo credit: Jim Raeder

If you can put two P-51s together, why not two Yak-55s.
Dell Coller did just that...Oh and added a jet engine. Called
the Yak 110, of course, will be flown in the daily airshow by
Jeff Boerboon.
A 1928 Lincoln-Page LP-3 that was restored to flying
condition 90 years after it first left the factory is slated to be
among the historic vintage aircraft present during EAA
AirVenture Oshkosh 2018.
Greg Heckman was the airplane’s third owner in the nine
decades since it was manufactured. The LP-3’s original
OX-5 engine ran for the first time in 89 years on April 20,
2018. It’s been in storage from 1929 until basically now. It
will be something to see.

US Air Force E-4

If you like big, another huge aircraft is also slated to be at
Oshkosh this year. One of the largest military cargo aircraft,
the enormous Lockheed Martin C-5M Super Galaxy. The
airplane will be flying in to Oshkosh at the end of the
Tuesday afternoon air show and departing during the Sunday
air show, giving AirVenture attendees the rare opportunity to
see a C-5M in flight.

Moving to things much bigger, the United States Air Force
Global Strike Command is bringing a Boeing E-4 Advanced

The C-5M Super Galaxy Photo by DeKevin Thornton

Lincoln Page LP-3 photo Courtesy of Greg Heckman
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If you want to see an airplane built in one week. This
year’s “One Week Wonder” will be an RV-12. You can
watch the E-LSA being built by volunteers during the
course of the convention. The decision to build the RV-12
coincides with the RV celebration of the company surpassing
10,000 finished planes.
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Anniversary Celebrations at Airventure
By Michael Stephan

Every year there are a number of anniversaries that manifest
themselves into the greatest airshow on earth. This year is no different.

1915-1918 era, there will be WWI re-enactors and
static engine runs. Among the aircraft expected to
be on display is a newly restored Dayton-Wright
DH.4 Liberty biplane completed by a group in
Tennessee.

We start with the most important. The celebration of Van’s Aircraft
surpassing 10,000 kit completions. Vans RV series has been so
successful that seeing one is now as commonplace as seeing a Cessna.
But if you think about how large that homebuilt community has
become is quite a statement on the movement in general. Experimental
Aircraft looks like the future of small piston General Aviation.

US built DH-4 Liberty Biplane

This year is the “Year of the Tanker” at
Airventure 2018. So, the Air Force Reserve is
celebrating its 70th anniversary bringing part of its
impressive fleet of military refueling aircraft as
part of AirVenture’s “Year of the Tanker.” Aircraft
include the KC-10, KC-135, F/A-18F Super
Hornet, and HC-130P/N.
The Plane that launched a movement. The RV-1

The celebration will consist of the 10,000th
completion(David Porter’s RV-7) being parked in
Beoing Plaza along with one of each of the RV
models accompanying it.
This year’s homebuilt patch, given to everyone
who flies a homebuilt into Oshkosh, will feature a
Vans RV-14A in honor of the anniversary.
The RAF will be celebrating 100 years in existence. The RAF’s
100th anniversary will be celebrated throughout the week, with a
primary focus on the centennial on Tuesday, July 24. The aircraft on
display in Boeing Plaza and flying during the air show will include an
array of World War I and World War II aircraft, some of the early
fighter jet, and modern RAF aircraft.
There is also aWWI centennial celebration that commemorates the
final year of World War I. Participating aircraft will be primarily based
in the vintage aircraft area. Along with the aircraft on display from the

One of the Air Force Reserves’ Refueling Tankers

Other models celebrating anniversaries are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

T-6, SNJ, and Harvard (80 years)
Hatz Biplane (50 years)
Bede BD-4 (50 years)
Evans VP-1 Volksplane (50 years)
Quicksilver (40 years)
Quad City Challenger II (35 years)

5431 Saturn Dr.
LB 26
Dallas, Tx 75237
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Project Updates
By Michael Stephan

More progress on the RV-10 in Charlie Wright’s hangar. Last
month he was just starting to fit the fiberglass top onto the
RV-10 fuselage. After creating a mountain of fiberglass dust,
The top is now on. Although the dimensions of the part
excellent and fit nicely, there is a ton of fiberglass to remove
around the door and window areas. Unlike a cowl or canopy
skirt, this glass is structural and very thick.

Although compared to Charlie my progress looks
glacial, I did get over a few hurdles on my project. Since
I am not building a standard RV-8 (already have one of
those), I am having to fabricate custom parts, which often
requires multiple iterations.
One of those concerns the throttle quadrant. I chose to
use a quadrant different from the standard one Van uses.
The quadrant made by the F1 rocket group doesn’t fit
Van’s console plate. Using the old plate as a guide, I
fashioned a custom version. Powder-coated it for more
durability. There are a couple of previous versions in the
trash.

The top is on the RV-10 project

One aspect of the build that Charlie is exceptional at is the
timing of the kits. Just as he was putting one of the last parts in
the fuselage kit on, the finish kit arrives. He reads the tea leaves
on lead times, knows how long he has before he will need it and
orders it at just the right time. My project has some parts on the
shelves for a while and I am waiting on a part that I need.
Charlie’s finish kit is now in the hangar and his first task is to
put it on the gear to get it off the table to lower it about 6 inches
to make it easier to work on.

The F1 Rocket Throttle Quadrant in the RV-8

The next mod I tackled was the switch console. It was
not much different from Van’s design except that it is
taller and goes all the way down to the horizontal plate.
The difficulty comes when you are trying to match pre
existing holes on multiple sides in multiple planes.

To do that the engine mount goes on so the nose gear leg can
be attached. The main gear legs get stabbed in and it is bye-bye
work table.

I am using the EXP Board like I did on my first RV-8. It
has breakers, switches, over voltage protection,
interconnects and several other features all on one circuit
board. It has served me well for the last twelve years, and
I am using it again. So, the bulk of the electrical system
will be behind that switch panel console.

The RV-10 Finish Kit arrives just in time.

The EXP Board mounted in the RV-8 custom console
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Upcoming Events

Chapter Tool List

By Michael Stephan

Our tool custodian is Brad Roberts. This list can also
be found on the Chapter’s website at eaa168.org

Saturday, July 7, 2018
First Saturday Coffee and Donuts
McKinney National Airport (TKI)

Website:www.facebook.com/EAAChapter1246
Saturday, Jul 7, 2018
EAA Chapter 1592's All American Fly-In, Rusk, TX
Cherokee County Airport (KJSO), Rusk, TX

11:00- 1:00 on July 7, 2018. Join us for LIVE MUSIC by Clint
Alford, watermelon, hot-dogs, and a whole lot of fun! Fly or
Drive! Bring the whole family! Donations appreciated
Contact: Jack Porbeck
Phone: 903-312-4810

AIR SALVAGE OF DALLAS'
ANNUAL Summer
Fly-In & SALE

Saturday 7/14/2018
8am-3pm
20-50% oﬀ
EVERYTHING IS ON SALE!!
FLY-IN TO THE LANCASTER AIRPORT (KLNC) and fill up at
the competitively priced self-serve
visit link for current pricing:
h#p://www.airnav.com/airport/KLNC/A

ALSO ENJOY EATING AT THE “LANCASTER TAXIWAY CAFÉ”, they
will be serving breakfast and lunch!

Aviation Services
Maggie Severen
FBO Manager
Cell: 469-585-6612
FBO: 940-297-6411
Toll Free: 1-866-383-2400 ext 6447
email: mseveren@usaviation.aero

July 2018

Denton Municipal Airport
4850 Spartan Dr.
Denton, Texas 76207
VM: 940-297-6447
Fax: 940-381-5385
www.usaviation.aero

Aircraft Scales -3 digital scales can not be checked out must be used by Tech Counselor
who will come to your project. Contact Michael Stephan
BNC 58 Crimping Tool-Contact Bill Bracken for loan
Borescope: USB with articulating camera. Use with
Android tablet or laptop computer.
Cable Cutter
Camloc Installation Pliers
Compression Tester - Piston compression tester with
instructions
Digital Level - 24" "SMART" level with digital readout
and instructions
Drill Guide for Tubing - Accu-Drill with instructions
Edge Roller - Creates rolled edge on sheet metal
Flaring Tool- 37 degree flaring tool -sizes 1/8", 5/16"
-5/8"
Fresh Air Respirator - HobbyAir Fresh Air Respirator
with half-mask, 40' hose, belt, and painting hood. Please
return cleaned and ready for use. User may purchase
facemask or other accessories from www.axispro.com.
Hole Cutter -Adjustable MALCO HC1 with
instructions. Cuts holes in wood and sheet metal from 2"
to 12" in diameter
Hole Punches - Greenlee Punches, sizes 1 1/8", 1 3/8",
2", 2 1//2", 2 3/4", 3"
Instrument Hole Template- Metal Template from
Aircraft Spruce. Not to be used as a drill guide
Instrument Panel Punches - 2 1/4" and 3 1/8" -Not for
composite or fiberglass
Kearney Swager - Hand - operated roll type swaging
machine to swage MS -type terminals onto galvanized
and stainless steel cables from 1/16" to 3/16" diameter.
This swager belongs to Mel Asberry who has offered to
let Chapter members use it at his workshop.
Magneto Synchronizer - Eastern Electronics Model
E-50 with instructions
Nicopress Swager / Cable Cutter - Swages Nicopress
sleeves onto control cables. Swages sleeve sizes 1/16,
3/32, 1/8, 5/32, 3/16, and 7/32. Includes a cutter for 7x7
and 7x19 cables up to 7/32 diameter.
Nicopress Swaging Tool - Economy style, sizes 1/16",
3/32", 1/8"
Pneumatic Nibbler - Air nibbler for sheet metal
Rivet Cutter
Sheet Metal Dimpler - 3/32" vise grip dimpler from
Avery's
Sheet Metal Nibbler - Hand type nibbler
Tach Checker - Tach checker with instructions
Tensiometer: For checking cable tensions.
Tube Bender - Sizes 3/16" - 3/8"
Tube Cutter - Tube Cutter 1" max OD
...Stein Air donation to be added.
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For Sale: Parts, Planes, Services

For Sale: 1993 RV-6 Tip-Up N168TX $73,500

Expressions in
Thread

Built by Mel & Ann Asberry, 1126 hrs. TT, Feb 2018
annual, Empty weight 1042 lbs., Lycoming O-320-E3D,
9.5:1 compression, Roller rocker arms, (Aprox) 172 hp.,

Charlo#e Coe, Co-Owner
Sid Smith, Co-Owner

850 SMOH, Dual impulse mags, Service bulletins complied
with. Catto 3-bld w/NLE & Screw-less Spinner, 2 spare
props, Catto 3-bld (climb), Sensenich Wood.

2951 Furneaux Lane
Carrollton, TX 75007

Hotel/Whiskey Extended Range Fuel Tanks (47 gals total
fuel). GRT Sport EX EFIS w/Safe-Fly 2020 GPS (new),
ADS-B 2020 compliant.

urbanangels915@yahoo.com
214.952.1922

Garmin GNC 300 com(1)/gps, Xcom com(2), Trig
transponder. Electronics International engine analyzer
(UBG-16), fuel flow/pressure, dual fuel level.

For Sale: Midget Mustang Projects
Larry Birdwell ( ldbirdwell@sbcglobal.net )

TruTrak Vizion 380 2 axis autopilot. Dual Brakes. Manual
Flaps and Trim. Nice canopy cover that covers cabin vents.
Awards include: “Best All Metal” S&F, “Outstanding
Homebuilt” S&F. “Grand Champion” All American Sport
Aviation Fly-In. “Mechanical Excellence Award” EAA 168.
and More.
Mel 972-784-7544

For Sale: Varieze w/Cont O-200; 100 hours on overhaul.
1350 total time
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024
RV-10 Tail Kit and assorted sheet metal tools.
Mike Strube: mike.strube@gmail.com

rvmel@icloud.com

For Sale: RV-6 Kit. Empennage complete, wings (in jig)
and ailerons partially skinned, wing has dual landing lights.
Fuselage kit in box and fuselage jig. Have original plans and
2nd set of recent plans. $15K,

Ken Whitehead 214-755-3282.

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to mstephan@shr.net. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from
nonmembers will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.

Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
Social media sites: www.facebook.com/eaa168

www.twitter.com/eaa168

EAA CHAPTER 168 OFFICERS

Frank Prokop

President Michael Stephan
president@eaa168.org
Vice President Jim Novak vicepresident@eaa168.org
Secretary Pete Miller
secretary@eaa168.org
Treasurer Sam Cooper
treasurer@eaa168.org
Norm Biron
Mel Asberry
Bruce Fuller
Ann Asberry

Michael Stephan
Brad Roberts

Jim Caniff
Chris Smith
Brad Roberts
Ben Wright

Mel Asberry
Pete Miller

Board of Directors
Mel Asberry
Michael Hoye
Mel Asberry
Michael Stephan
Michael Hoye
Marvin Brott

Flight Advisors
972-784-7544
n168tx@flytx.net
214-354-3638
Technical Counselors
972-784-7544
n168tx@flytx.net
214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
214-354-3638
214-726-9117 pmbrott@sbcglobal.net

Jim Quinn
Norm Biron
Michael Stephan
Michael Stephan

Membership
972-396-1168 aerosocc@hotmail.com
Newsletter Editor
214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
Tool Custodian
214-351-0475
ber0101@sbell.net
Safety Officer
972-784-7544
n168tx@flytx.net
Web site Editors
smilinpete@gmail.com
Young Eagles Coordinator
EAA168YoungEagleFlights@gmail.com
Eagles Coordinator
normbiron@msn.com
Social Coordinator
214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
Advertising
214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net

We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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EAA Chapter 168

c/o Sam Cooper
5932 Janet Ct
Westlake, TX 76262-9603

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Chapter
168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to
EAA Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Sam Cooper
5932 Janet Ct
Westlake, TX 76262-9603

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City"

State"

Phone Home:"

Mobile:

Zip

email address
EAA # "

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

"
"
"
"
"

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer
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